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Abstract
As news publishers continue to lose subscribers and advertising revenue, journalism practitioners and researchers have
looked to newcomers to the field for ideas of how to adapt and succeed in a much more saturated and unstable media
environment. Many have specifically looked to digital native news organizations to understand the ways that journalism
is attempting to reinvent itself for a media landscape that is very different from the previous one. Yet what often gets lost
in this focus on the newest news organizations is the resilience of many of journalism’s older ones. In this study, I ana-
lyze a year’s worth of U.S.-based online news consumption data to show that, even in a media environment increasingly
saturated with digital native news outlets, legacy news brands continue to comprise a majority of the most popular news
sites. Drawing on audience studies literature, I argue that these findings likely reflect audience preferences for familiar,
established brands, as well as structural advantages these brands maintain due to their size and capital. I conclude that
the fate of digital news organizations is not just a question of their innovativeness or nimbleness. It is also a question of
their ability to combat a combination of powerful, stubborn forces: the habits of the people they hope to reach, and the
deep pockets of their competitors.
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1. Introduction

As news publishers continue to lose subscribers and
advertising revenue, journalism practitioners and re-
searchers have looked to newcomers to the field for
ideas of how to adapt and succeed in a much more satu-
rated and unstable media environment. Scholars study
digital native news organizations to better understand
the ways that journalism is attempting to reinvent it-
self for a very different media landscape than the pre-
vious one (Ferrucci, 2015, 2017; Nee, 2013). And indus-
try stakeholders have pinned their hopes on digital na-
tive news publishers when it comes to solving the profes-
sion’s most pressing problems. BuzzFeed, for example—
known as one of the earliest and most successful digi-
tally native news organizations—was described in 2015

as “the rare example of a news organization that changes
the way the news industry works” and “the most influ-
ential news organization in America today” (LaFrance &
Meyer, 2015). As The Economist put it: “Great expecta-
tions attended digital journalism outfits. Firms such as
BuzzFeed and Mashable were the hip kids destined to
conquer the internet” (“Digital news outlets,” 2017).

Indeed, when BuzzFeed laid off about 200 people
in January of 2019, the widespread surprise and disap-
pointment illustrated just how invested many through-
out the profession had become in the notion that these
digital-first news brands represented the guiding light
in journalism’s future. “The news,” wrote David Uberti
(2019) in Columbia Journalism Review, “cut deepest into
the digital imagination.” If BuzzFeed couldn’t overcome
the news industry’s challenges, the conventional wisdom
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went, how did the rest of the profession stand a chance?
As Farhad Manjoo (2019) put it in The New York Times:
“Digitalmedia needs away to profitably serve themasses.
If even BuzzFeed couldn’t hack that, we are well and
truly hosed.’’

Implicit in the discourse that emphasizes the poten-
tial of digital native news outlets is the assumption that
legacy news outlets are already anachronistic. While dig-
ital native news brands represent the promise of the
future, legacy news brands—those that began in radio,
television, or print—represent a traditional approach to
journalism that grows more conspicuously outdated as
news consumption becomesmore of a digital affair. Even
as legacy news brands continue to publish the news, they
are perceived as the way journalism once was, while dig-
ital native news publishers—defined by their focus first
and foremost on publishing for the internet—represent
the way it eventually will be. Yet this framing overlooks
an important truth about the news media environment
that this study seeks to bring to the fore: Legacy news
publishers—not the digital natives—continue to attract
the bulk of audience attention. In short, what gets lost
in this focus on journalism’s newest publishers is the re-
silience of many older ones.

In this study I analyze a year’s worth of U.S.-based on-
line news consumption data to show that, even in a me-
dia environment increasingly saturated with digital na-
tive news outlets, legacy news brands continue to com-
prise a majority of the most popular news sites. While
a handful of digital native news organizations have bro-
ken through, most of those that continue to attract the
largest number of readers comprise print, broadcast, and
public radio brands, many of which were founded before
the internet existed. Drawing on audience studies liter-
ature, I argue that these findings likely reflect audience
preferences for familiar, popular brands, as well as struc-
tural advantages these brands maintain due to their size
and capital. I conclude that the fate of digital news orga-
nizations is not just a question of their innovativeness or
nimbleness. It is also a question of their ability to combat
a combination of powerful, stubborn forces: the habits of
the people they hope to reach, and the deep pockets of
their competitors.

2. Literature Review

2.1. The Advent—and Promise—of Digital Native
News Publishers

The advent of the internet brought with it a new form
of news production: the digital native, or digital-born
publication (Harlow & Salaverría, 2016). Unlike legacy
news outlets, which began before the internet and con-
sequently privileged pre-internet mediums (e.g., broad-
cast, print, radio), digital native news organizations
started with—and create news primarily for—online au-
diences. Indeed, many do not even have an offline edi-
tion (Majó-Vázquez, Nielsen, & González-Bailón, 2019).

Similar to legacy news brands, digital native news outlets
include generalist publications (e.g., BuzzFeed and Vice)
that seek to emulate a traditional newspaper’s coverage
of a variety of topics (even if that coverage is produced
and presented very differently) as well as outlets focused
solely on more niche topics (e.g., criminal justice issues
for The Marshall Project, music for Pitchfork).

Journalism research tends to distinguish between
legacy and digital native news publishers for a number
of reasons. Legacy news brands are typically larger and
older than digital native news outlets, which makes com-
paring the two a useful way to examine the impact of size
and institutional history on journalistic practice (Arrese&
Kaufmann, 2016; Ferrucci, 2015; Nelson, 2017). Patrick
Ferrucci and Tim Vos (2017), for instance, explored how
digital journalists conceptualize their own identities, in
an effort to understand how this shift fromprint to online
journalism is—and is not—changing how journalists ap-
proach their work. Conversely, Nikki Usher (2014) spent
five months studying how employees at The New York
Times were attempting to transition into a digital era.
And Caitlin Petre (2015) did a comparison between the
two groups, by analyzing how legacy journalists at the
Times differed from digital native journalists at Gawker
in their approaches to online audience metrics. Applying
this distinction to analyses within journalism studies al-
lows scholars to understand how newer and older news
outlets are experimenting with different approaches to
revenue—and to what end (Cornia, Sehl, & Kleis Nielsen,
2019; Nee, 2014).

Consequently, comparing legacy and digital native
news publishers allows scholars to uncover how at-
tempts within journalism to adapt to an increasingly
threatening news media environment are unfolding, as
well as how those attempts differ from one kind of news
publisher to another. Journalists at digital native news
outlets tend to be perceived as less beholden to tradi-
tional journalistic practices, which means they arguably
have more flexibility to experiment with different ap-
proaches to news production. Legacy news outlets, con-
versely, tend to be perceived as more resistant to change
(Cornia et al., 2019). “When it comes to legacy news me-
dia and any new digital innovation, you can usually count
on two things,” reads a recent blog post published by the
Reynolds Journalism Institute at the Missouri School of
Journalism, “the innovation will begin too late, and even
when it does, it’s often a half-measure that doesn’t make
up lost time” (Brady, 2019). This is because, as Rebecca
Coates Nee concluded in her comparison of legacy and
digital native journalists, “online journalists view digital
technology as an opportunity, not a threat to which they
must adapt or react” (2013, p. 17).

The result of this assumed nimbleness on the part
of digital natives is an implicit optimism when it comes
to what digital natives might accomplish. This underlying
confidence was apparent in the many news articles that
expressed bewildered disappointment when, in early
2019, a number of digital native news organizations—
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including BuzzFeed, HuffPost, and Vice Media, laid off
more than 1,000 employees. As Edmund Lee (2019)
wrote in The New York Times:

The cuts at BuzzFeed were the most alarming. Wasn’t
this the company that was supposed to have it all fig-
ured out? Didn’t its team of wizards, led by the M.I.T.-
trained chief executive, Jonah Peretti, know tricks of
the digital trade that lay beyond the imagination of
fusty old print publishers?

To be sure, there is evidence that suggests this optimism
is to some degree warranted: Each year, many legacy
news brands struggle to stay financially viable, while dig-
ital natives increase in number. There were 138 fewer
daily newspapers in 2014 than there were in 2004, ac-
cording to a recent report by Penny Abernathy (2016).
This decrease was caused in part by some newspapers
shutting down, and others getting bought and folded into
existing brands. Both outcomes stem from the perpetual
declines in profit and print readers, leading Abernathy
(2016) to conclude that “every newspaper publisher is
grapplingwith an uncertain future.” Conversely, the num-
ber of employees working at digital natives nearly dou-
bled between 2008 and 2018 (Pew Research Center,
2019). The excitement about digital native news organi-
zations is not simply the result of a set of assumptions
about what they might accomplish. It is also based in
their increasing numbers and size, both of which suggest
that the future of journalism and the future of digital na-
tive news publishers are inextricably linked.

However, this notion of digital natives as journalism’s
harbinger of the future and legacy news publishers as
the profession’s relics of the past implies an inaccurate
understanding of how success and failure actually un-
folds within the news media environment. The perspec-
tive that legacy brands are losing power and influence
in an increasingly crowded news media landscape and
are giving way to digital native news brands that will
only grow more popular over time overlooks some of
themost important—and enduring—characteristics that
contribute to how audience attention gets concentrated
within journalism. These characteristics notably have lit-
tle to do with the work that news outlets actually pro-
duce, nor the nimbleness with which they produce it. In
fact, these factors exist outside of any individual journal-
ist’s control, which means they often escape journalists’
(and, consequently, journalism scholars’) scrutiny. They
include characteristics of the news audience, as well as
the very structureswithinwhich the newsmedia environ-
ment functions. It is these factors that I turn to next.

2.2. An Audience Studies Approach to ‘the Persistence
of Popularity’

Audience studies literature offers a number of explana-
tions for what JamesWebster and Thomas Ksiazek (2012,
p. 51) refer to as “the persistence of popularity” when it

comes tomedia consumption. These include structural—
and audience-specific factors that privilege the most fa-
miliar brands at the expense of everything else. First, au-
diences tend to equate popularity with quality (Salganik,
Dodds, & Watts, 2006). When it comes to journalism
specifically, audiences perceive the popularity of a news
story as evidence of both its accuracy and its impor-
tance (Asch, 1951; Mutz & Young, 2011). This explains
why, for example, when audiences seek out news, they
privilege stories that have been “liked” or “favorited,”
or that have made a site’s “most read” list (Knobloch-
Westerwick, Sharma, Hansen, & Alter, 2005; Yang, 2015).

Additionally, audiences exhibit what Harsh Taneja,
Angela Wu, and Stephanie Edgerly (2017) refer to as
“infrastructural legacy,” which they describe as a per-
son’s tendency to maintain media consumption rou-
tines across differentmedia platforms. So, someonewho
reads The New York Times in print is likely to read it
online, rather than seek out a new outlet for a differ-
ent platform. This finding suggests that legacy brands in
journalism are likely to maintain their audiences even as
the number of digital native news outlets continues to
grow—and even if those outlets provide journalism that
more aligns with audience preferences. As Taneja et al.
(2017, p. 1795) write, “Visiting sites with legacy status
is more about established habits brought online and not
specific preferences for content.”

There are also a number of structural forces within
the news media environment that further encourage au-
diences to maintain their concentration among a small
number of already popular brands. The social media plat-
forms that people increasingly turn to for news, for in-
stance, tend to rely on algorithms that privilege popu-
larity above other characteristics (Bucher, 2017; Carlson,
2017). This means that a news story from a familiar
brand (e.g., The Washington Post) is more likely to get
pushed into audiences’ newsfeeds than the same story
from a newer, lesser known outlet (Nelson, 2019). A dig-
ital native news outlet therefore faces an uphill battle to
build its popularity so that its content can enjoy these
sorts of advantages enjoyed by its older, more estab-
lished competitors.

The most successful legacy news brands also bene-
fit from a media environment that offers outlets with
deep pockets a variety ofmeans bywhich to expand their
reach. As Matthew Hindman (2018) writes, the internet
has not lowered the costs of media distribution—it has
simply changed what those costs entail. News brands
that have been around for a long time and have more
capital to draw from (e.g., The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal) are able to invest more money into ex-
pensive techniques intended to increase the scope of
their distribution than many of their smaller, newer com-
petitors. These techniques include A/B headline testing
(Bulik, 2016), as well as the personalization of news
(Thurman, Moeller, Helberger, & Trilling, 2018). As a
result of these distribution advantages, Hindman con-
cludes that “big sites can dominate even if smaller sites
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produce better content that perfectly matches users’
preferences” (2018, p. 8).

To be sure, in addition to these distribution ad-
vantages, many legacy brands also benefit from an
important production benefit as well: They have the
means to invest in a larger amount of original report-
ing than many of the digitally native startups they
are competing against. The Washington Post, for exam-
ple, publishes about 500 stories per day (Meyer, 2016).
LevittownNow.com, a small, digitally native local news
site based in Pennsylvania, publishes about 50 stories
per week. The New York Times employs 1,600 journalists,
while The Marshall Project employs roughly 20. So, it is
not just the structures behind digital distribution that fa-
vor legacy brands, but their ability to produce news that
is distinctive, and at scale, as well.

In light of this literature, as well as previous stud-
ies that have found that media audiences continue to
congregate among themost popular, established brands,
the promise of digital native news publishers to forge
the path forward for journalism becomes a bit less per-
suasive. These outlets may boast more experimental
approaches to news production, making them perhaps
quicker to adapt to an increasingly unstable news media
environment. They may also produce news that are bet-
ter attuned to the desires of the online audiences they
have decided to pursue. But even if those two things
were true, they would not necessarily guarantee that
digital native news outlets would consequently attract
larger audiences than the legacy news brands many be-
lieve theywill soon overshadow. Instead, it would appear
more likely that, even in amedia environment withmany
digital native news outlets, the most popular will con-
tinue to be legacy brands that many are already familiar
with. With that, my hypothesis is as follows:

H1: In a saturated newsmedia environment, audience
attention continues to be concentrated among estab-
lished, legacy news brands.

3. Method

3.1. Data

My data come from Comscore, a media and audience
measurement company that reports monthly estimates
of online audience behavior. I was granted access to
Comscore’s data through a subscription paid for by my
university. Scholars have previously used Comscore data
to study a variety of aspects of news audience behav-
ior. These include fake news consumption (Allcott &
Gentzkow, 2017; Nelson & Taneja, 2018), mobile news
consumption (Nelson, 2019; Nelson & Lei, 2018), po-
litical news consumption (Gentzkow & Shapiro, 2011;
Nelson & Webster, 2017), and audience engagement
with news (Nelson & Webster, 2016).

One of the biggest assets of audience measurement
data provided by companies such as Comscore is theway

in which these data are collected. Comscore data are ac-
tual observations of audience behavior, rather than self-
reports collected via surveys or interviews. This method-
ological distinction is valuable because audiences often
misremember or exaggerate their news media consump-
tion (Prior, 2009), a tendency that scholars have found
is even more extreme in today’s seemingly endless me-
dia landscape (Taneja, Webster, Malthouse, & Ksiazek,
2012). Audience measurement data providers are able
to sidestep these methodological issues. Instead, these
firms collect their audience data using software installed
on a person’s digital device that automatically records
their media behavior (Taneja, 2016). This passive data
collection results in a more precise record of news au-
dience behavior.

As previous studies have explained, Comscore col-
lects data: (1) from its panels of mobile device and
desktop computer users; and (2) from online publish-
ers who place Comscore tags on their websites (Nelson,
2019). These tags give Comscore the ability to observe
and record each instance in which audiences access
these publishers’ content, while Comscore’s panels give
Comscore the ability to validate that the online behavior
recorded by the tags is consistent with the actual online
audience. After Comscore collects these data, the com-
pany runs data cleansing and validation processes, which
results in a dataset of online usage data divided by site.

Comscore collects data about digital audience behav-
ior from around the world; however, this study focuses
on Comscore’s U.S. dataset. As previous studies that have
drawn from Comscore’s U.S. data have noted (Nelson,
2019), the company’s desktop panel comprises about
1 million people, who load Comscore meters onto their
desktop devices. Comscore’s U.S. mobile panel includes
about 30,000 people across iPhones, iPads, and Android
devices. Similar to the desktop panelists, the mobile pan-
elists download ameter onto their devices that monitors
their online behavior. Comscore’s meter tracks the URLs
that each user visits, as well as the time they spend look-
ing at each address. These panels are then weighted and
projected to the U.S. online audience at large. Comscore
then uses the data collected from these panels to cre-
ate a projection of de-duplicated multi-platform usage.
Doing so ensures that panelists who visit a news site on
a mobile device and then the same site on a desktop
computer are still only counted as one visitor to the site,
rather than two.

Comscore recruits people 18 and older to join its mo-
bile and desktop panels. To do so, the company uses on-
line market research firms such as PermissionResearch
and OpinionSquare. Comscore panelists are offered var-
ious benefits to participate, including opportunities to
win money, donate to charity, or participate in an online
rewards program. For the desktop panel, which may in-
clude one computer shared amongmultiple family mem-
bers, Comscore employees further examine these visita-
tion data to assign different online behaviors to different
household members.
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Comscore publishers can create hierarchies of their
owned and operated websites and mobile apps, which
allows these publishers to observe the full, undupli-
cated reach across their inventory of websites and apps.
Comscore also classifies websites into categories, such
as education, sports, and retail. This study’s sample com-
prised the websites within Comscore’s “News” category.
As Nelson observed in a previous study drawn from
Comscore data (2019), the company has a minimum re-
porting threshold for any one entity to be reported in
a given month. Consequently, the number of reportable
entities can vary from month to month.

In this analysis, the number of News/Information
web entities analyzed included 1,645 entities in the
multi-platform dataset. These sites included legacy news
brands (e.g., The New York Times, The Washington Post),
digital native news outlets (e.g., BuzzFeed, Vox), in ad-
dition to a wide variety of other kinds of news produc-
ers, such as partisanmedia (e.g.,MSNBC,DrudgeReport),
local news sources (e.g., Philly.com, Las Vegas Review),
and sources for information about the weather (e.g., The
Weather Company, AccuWeather).

3.2. Analysis

To examine the size of the audiences to legacy and dig-
ital native news sites, I utilized Comscore’s measure of
‘unique visitors.’ This metric refers to a person who vis-
ited a site at least once in a given month. The unique
visitor metric is one of the most commonly used within
the digital media industry to evaluate audience reach
(Nelson, 2019). That said, it is not a flawlessmetric: Users
who clear cookies or browse in “private” or “incognito”
mode can distort counts of the actual online audience
to the point where “the unique-visitor-to-actual-person
ratio is four to one or higher on many sites” (Hindman,
2018, p. 107). However, Comscore collects its data from
both its panel as well as browser cookies, which means
that the company’s datasets “should not suffer from the
overcounting of audience reach endemic to other data
sources” (Hindman, 2018, p. 107).

I compiled a Comscore dataset that comprised the
distribution of multi-platform unique visitors to all of
the sites within the news category each month between
September 2018 and September 2019. My analysis be-
gan by examining a random month within the sample
to observe whether or not online audiences followed an
“80/20 power law distribution” (Webster, 2014) where
the majority of the audience’s attention would be fo-
cused among a small number of highly popular news
outlets. After I observed that this audience distribution
was indeed the case, I calculated the averages of unique
visitors to the news sites within my dataset between
September 2018 and September 2019 to ensure that this
distribution held true over time.

Once it was apparent that audiences were indeed
congregating among a small number of the most popu-
lar news sites within the dataset both within an individ-

ual month as well as over time, I narrowedmy analysis to
the top 100 sites where the bulk of that audience atten-
tion was concentrated. A research assistant and I then
independently coded each of these sites to determine
which were “legacy” news brands—meaning they were
originally founded for a non-digital platform—and which
were “digital native” news brands—meaning they were
originally founded for the internet. Our intercoder relia-
bility was 0.92. I then calculated the percentage of legacy
news sites these 100most popular news sites comprised
as well as the percentage of digital native news sites.

I concludedmyanalysis by performing a Point-Biserial
Correlation on these 100 sites to observewhether a news
site being a legacy brand was significantly related to its
popularity (measured by unique visitors). Point-Biserial
Correlations are used when correlating a dichotomous
variable with a continuous variable. In this instance, the
dichotomous variable was whether or not a news site is
a legacy brand, while the continuous variable was the au-
dience size. Point-Biserial Correlations follow the same
assumptions as Pearson correlations.

4. Results

I began by examining the distribution of the online audi-
ence across news sites inMarch 2019. Thedata indeed re-
vealed an 80/20 power law distribution. Although there
was a long tail of online news sites within the dataset,
the bulk of the online audience was concentrated at the
head (Figure 1). For example, of the 232 million people
who visited a news site in March 2019, about 146 million
visited CNN, about 142 million visited Yahoo-HuffPost,
and about 132 million visited USA Today. Each of these
were among the top tenmost popular sites,which also in-
cludedNBCNews, TheWeather Company, Fox News, The
New York Times, and The Washington Post. Conversely,
only 35,000 people visited MinnPost.com, which ranked
703rd in unique visitors in March 2019.

Next, I calculated the averages of unique visitors to
the news sites within my dataset between September
2018 and September 2019. I found that audience atten-
tion maintained the same power law distribution, again
with the bulk of the audience concentrated at the head
of the long tail (Figure 2).

Once it was clear that audience attentionwas skewed
to the head of the long tail, I narrowed my dataset to the
100 most popular news sites and, with the help of a re-
search assistant, determined which sites were legacy and
which were digital native news brands. I found that, of
the 100 most popular news sites, 66 were legacy news
brands, while the remaining 34 were digital native news
brands. Furthermore, of the 10most popular news sites—
the only sites in the sample to attract, on average, roughly
100 million visitors each month—six were legacy news
brands, while the remaining four were digital natives.

Finally, I performed a Point-Biserial Correlation on
these 100 sites to observe whether a news site being
a legacy brand was significantly related to its popular-
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Figure 1. The online audience distribution to news sites in March 2019, measured in unique visitors (in thousands).

ity. I found that the relationship between these two vari-
ables was weak (0.08) and not statistically significant
(p = 0.43). So, while the most popular news sites among
audiences includes many legacy news brands, there was
no statistical reason to expect that one must follow
the other.

5. Discussion

5.1. Studying What Changes—And What Endures

Because so much within the news media environment
appears to be in a perpetual state of transition, it is
reasonable to wonder what about the profession has
held constant, if anything. Audiences once deliberately
consumed news via print papers or television broad-

casts, but now do so “incidentally” while scanning social
media newsfeeds on their mobile devices (Boczkowski,
Mitchelstein, &Matassi, 2018; Fletcher & Nielsen, 2018).
News publishers once targeted homogenous, mass audi-
ences, but now increasingly rely on sophisticated audi-
ence data to focus specifically on distinct groups (Nelson,
2017; Nelson & Tandoc Jr., 2018). And the advertising-
supported revenuemodel continues to show signs that it
alone cannot be counted on to keep news organizations
financially stable (Braun & Eklund, 2019), which has com-
pelled many of them to look to alternative means, such
as subscriptions, donations, native advertising, and foun-
dation support (Amazeen & Wojdynski, 2018; Ferrucci
& Nelson, 2019; Hansen & Goligoski, 2018; Moritz,
2018). Even digital outlets like BuzzFeed, which became
renowned for appearing to crack the code to economic
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Figure 2. The average online audience distribution to news sites between September 2018 and September 2019,measured
in unique visitors (in thousands).
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Figure 3. The average online audience for the most popular news sites in the dataset between September 2018 and
September 2019, measured in unique visitors (in thousands).

sustainability via digital advertising revenue, has recently
begun experimenting with audience-supported revenue
via its paid membership program (Schmidt, 2018). These
are significant changes and have rightfully garnered a
great deal of scrutiny from journalism researchers and
practitioners alike.

However, focusing primarily on what changes within
journalism runs the risk of overlooking what remains
the same: namely, where audiences actually turn to
for news. As these findings demonstrate, even in an
increasingly saturated news media environment, audi-
ences continue to concentrate their attention within a
small number of news outlets, the bulk of which com-
prises familiar, established brands. The evidence pre-
sented here joins a growing list of scholarship that cor-
roborates the notion that newsmedia routines aremuch
more rigid than many might expect. Contrary to fears of
“filter bubbles” (Pariser, 2011), scholars have found that
when it comes to political news consumption, fake news
consumption, and mobile news consumption, audiences
tend to skew toward a small number among well-known,
popular news brands (Nelson, 2019; Nelson & Taneja,
2018; Nelson&Webster, 2017). The result is the perpetu-
ation of a “winner takes all” media environment, or what
Webster (2014) refers to as the “massively overlapping
culture,” where a majority of the media audience contin-
ues to devote its attention to a small number of familiar,
established brands. As Nelson (2019, p. 2) recently con-
cluded, “It seems nomatter how long the long tail grows,
audiences are still reluctant to venture far from its head.”

5.2. Limitations

This study faced several limitations, the most significant
of which was the inability to take a more longitudinal

approach to the data analysis. Although the Comscore
dataset included a year’s worth of online visitation data,
it did not allow for a comparison of that year’s data with
the years before. Also, these data were outlet-specific,
meaning I was only able to analyze news audiences who
decided to visit a specific news organization’s website.
This means I could not examine news exposure that took
place passively (or “incidentally”) via social media, an in-
creasingly popular mode of news consumption (Fletcher
& Nielsen, 2018; Newman, Fletcher, Kalogeropoulos, &
Nielsen, 2019; Thorson & Wells, 2016). However, while
the news consumption behavior exhibited by those who
passively consume news via social media might be very
different from those who actively load pages for specific
news outlets, it is more likely that both groups stumble
onto many of the same sources of information, but only
one group decides to click.

Furthermore, these data were platform-specific.
While I could see how many people visited legacy and
digital-native news outlets online, I could not compare
those datawith data showing howmany peoplewatched,
listened to, or read those legacy news outlets on the
mediums they perhaps originally focused on. However,
since the purpose of this study was to explore whether
or not the popularity of legacy news brands has endured
in an online environment, as well as to compare the
popularity of legacy news brands with that of digital
native news brands, the online-specific data offered by
Comscore was the most useful kind to draw from.

Another limitation of this study is that while its ana-
lysis focused on measures of popularity within the dig-
ital news media landscape, it did not touch on the re-
lationship between each news outlet’s popularity and
its revenue model. This is worth acknowledging at a
moment when the news industry finds itself increas-
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ingly in agreement that digital advertising revenue—
which privileges audience reach above all else—cannot
alone sustain a news outlet (Chyi & Tenenboim, 2019;
Thompson, 2018). In light of the layoffs at BuzzFeed, for
example, there was widespread consensus that the cuts
were due in part to the company’s dependence on dig-
ital ad revenue and its reluctance to embrace paywalls
or other forms of audience support (Lee, 2019; Uberti,
2019). While this approach to revenue appeared at least
somewhat viable in the early 2000s, it has faltered
more recently due to the consolidation of online adver-
tising among Google, Amazon, and Facebook (Nielsen,
Cornia, & Kalogeropoulos, 2016). As Kate Knibbs (2019)
wrote in The Ringer, “Facebook and Google’s emergence
as publisher-platforms with near-unfettered power has
cratered the advertiser-supported model.” So, while a
news site like Yahoo-HuffPost News Networkmay attract
a hundred million more unique visitors than The Wall
Street Journal in a given month, the latter—due to its
long-standing paywall—might actually be the more sus-
tainable of the two organizations.

Consequently, assuming newsrooms continue to look
toward paywalls, subscriptions, memberships, and other
forms of audience-supported revenue, they may focus
less on amassing the largest audience and more on at-
tracting the most loyal one. Should that indeed be the
case, it will become increasingly important to under-
stand a news outlet’s path to revenue when analyzing
the implications of the size of its audience. This gets to
the final limitation of this study, which is that its focus on
measures of popularity runs the risk of conflating the as-
pirations of legacy news brands with those of digitally na-
tive newsoutlets. Although journalism stakeholders have
looked to digitally native news startups to pave the path
for journalism’s future, they have not necessarily done so
with the expectation that these outlets would match or
exceed legacy outlets in terms of overall audience reach.
This makes sense given the different approaches to suc-
cess typically pursued by legacy news brands as com-
pared to digitally native ones.

Indeed, the idea of bundling a variety of subjects
within one overarching media brand—long embraced
by daily newspapers—appears to have been all but dis-
carded by many digitally native news outlets. They in-
stead seem to be attempting to compete with legacy
outlets within specific verticals (e.g., technology, en-
tertainment, criminal justice). So, for example NBC
News Digital—one of the most popular brands among
online news audiences, according to the Comscore
data—comprises more than three hundred different
verticals, including those for local news stations (NBC
Philadelphia, NBC Miami), political news (MSNBC, NBC
News Politics), and entertainment news (E! News, Today
Pop Culture). Conversely, less popular, digital native
brands like Gizmodo comprise only one. This distinction
is indicative of the fact that the economics for digital
native news outlets are different, and so their missions
have been different from the outset.

Yet despite the fact that legacy anddigital native news
sites have such different compositions and goals, there is
still much to be gained from this sort of comparison be-
tween the two. After all, every news site participates in
the same competition for audience attention, regardless
of the breadth or variety of its offerings. Of course, while
this study has taken an initial step toward understanding
how this competition unfolds in an online environment,
there is much more to be done. Future research should
examine the relationship between the amount of audi-
ence attention an outlet attractswith other variables that
play pivotal roles in determining whether that outlet suc-
ceeds or fails: the scope of its coverage, the scale of its
operation, and the approach it takes to monetization.

6. Conclusion

These findings are significant for a number of reasons.
First, by presenting a more accurate portrait of how on-
line audiences actually consume news, these results indi-
cate just how challenging it is for digital news providers
just starting out to break into the news media landscape
and build up an audience. Onemight think that digital na-
tive news outlets would enjoy greater advantages when
it comes to finding audiences on the internet, since it is
a medium that they have focused on since their incep-
tion. However, the fact that so many of the most popu-
lar online news sites are owned by brands in news that
began with television, print, or radio suggests that any
sort of internet savvy that digital native news publishers
enjoy may not be enough to overcome the advantages
held by more longstanding brands in news. On the con-
trary, as Hindman (2018) has pointed out, these results
indicate that digital native news siteswithin the newsme-
dia environment face significant disadvantages thatmust
be overcome—namely, onerous distribution costs, stub-
born audiences, and social media platforms primed to
privilege the familiar over the novel. Rather than make
the internetmore democratic and egalitarian, all of these
challenges are likely to exacerbate an already highly un-
equal playing field.

To be sure, the fact that about a third of the 100
most popular news sites were digital natives, combined
with the fact that there was not a strong correlation be-
tween the popularity of a news site and its status as a
legacy news brand, indicates that while the distribution
of audience attention across the news media environ-
ment may be slow to change, it certainly is not fixed. The
successful capture of audience attention, however, is far
from guaranteed, especially for news outlets that lack
the same level of capital and brand-recognition as their
established competitors.

Furthermore, the increasing amount of consolida-
tion within the news media environment will likely lead
to even greater disparity between the most and least
popular brands. In 2019, New Media Investment Group
merged with Gannett, making it the largest newspaper
company in the U.S. (Tracy, 2019). The new Gannett now
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owns more than 20 percent of all U.S. daily newspa-
pers (Doctor, 2020). And consolidation is not only affect-
ing legacy brands, but digital natives as well: for exam-
ple, Yahoo and HuffPostmerged in 2017. In March 2019,
according to the Comscore data, the Yahoo-HuffPost
News Network had 416 different verticals. These devel-
opments indicate that as more news providers get pur-
chased by or merge with larger entities, we are likely
to see further audience concentration among an even
smaller number of brands.

In short, the path toward financial stability in journal-
ism is unlikely to be trailed solely by digital native news
outlets. Instead, in an increasingly hostile news media
environment, these findings suggest that different jour-
nalism stakeholders are embracing different approaches
to success. Some are attempting to emulate the tradi-
tional model of bundling verticals with the hopes of gar-
nering a greater portion of audience. Others are pur-
suing financial stability by finding success on a smaller
scale—through specialized, limited coverage intended
for niche audiences. As Rasmus Kleis Nielsen (2019)
wrote recently:

Many trying to make the transition from offline to
online will not succeed. Often, those trying to build
something new will fail. Some of those who succeed
will still fall short of their hopes and aspirations. Very
few will generate anything like the revenues or prof-
its we saw in the past. But more and more are finding
their ownways forward, on that basis theywill be able
to do important, independent, journalistic work, and
we should recognize and celebrate that.

Understanding the obstacles that stand in the way of
success in today’s news media environment, and their
disparate impact on those attempting success, is an im-
portant step toward determining how the news media
landscape will continue to change—and how it will not.
As this study has shown, only by complementing stud-
ies of what changes with examinations of what endures
will we understand how transformation actually unfolds
within the news media environment, as well as the impli-
cations of both for those who publish the news and the
people they hope to reach.
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